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Abstract
Introduction: The reliable measurement of intraocular pressure (IOP) in patients
with keratoconus (KC) has always been a challenge. Until now no device has been
able to measure the true IOP in KC patients [1]. This is due to significant alteration
in biomechanics of the eye that is associated with the disease, including softer,
thinner cornea and abnormal geometry [2]. This study introduces an algorithm for
a biomechanically-corrected IOP (bIOPkc) for a non-contact tonometer (CorVis
ST), which aims to reduce dependence on corneal biomechanics.  
Methods: Through finite element modelling of KC corneal geometries and
simulating the CorVis air pressure, a parametric study was conducted and an
algorithm developed to predict a more accurate IOP based on corneal behaviour
under external pressure and basic measurements of thickness and curvature. The
algorithm was validated using clinical data included within two clinical datasets;
one acquired in Milan and another in Rio, each including both healthy and KC eyes.
Participant numbers are shown in Figure 1. For this validation, the results were
compared with those of the biomechanically-corrected IOP algorithm developed
earlier for healthy eyes and implemented in the CorVis-ST [3].
Results: The main outcome of the study was the absence of significant difference
(p>0.05) in the values of bIOP obtained for healthy participants and bIOPkc
obtained for KC patients. On the other hand, there was a significant difference in
CorVis IOP between the two populations (p<0.001). Further, the bIOPkc predictions
were significantly less affected by both corneal thickness and age than CorVis IOP.
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Figure 1 CorVis IOP, bIOP (biomechanically corrected IOP for Healthy
patients) and bIOPkc are presented in the graph. ** significant differences in
means (p<0.05).
Conclusions: The absence of significant differences between bIOP (for healthy
eyes) and bIOPkc (for KC patients), and the absence of dependence of bIOPkc on
corneal stiffness parameters are evidence of the effectiveness and reliability of the
new IOP algorithm. The routine use in clinical practice of this algorithm may help
take into account the well-known systematic errors that affect other tonometers
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